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Now in paperback format, this is the first work to examine data
privacy laws across Asia, covering all 26 countries and separate
jurisdictions, and with in-depth analysis of the 14 which have
specialised data privacy laws. Professor Greenleaf demonstrates
the increasing world-wide significance of data privacy and
the international context of the development of national data
privacy laws as well as assessing the laws, their powers and their
enforcement against international standards.
The book also contains a web link to online updates for
developments up to August 2019.

“Professor Greenleaf’s book is a remarkable work of privacy
law and comparative law scholarship ... It will be a mandatory
part of the bookshelf of anyone interested in the global aspects
of data protection.” - Christopher Kuner, Editor-in-Chief,
International Data Privacy Law
“This compendious but highly readable book is valuable
not only for the sheer information provided about privacy
regulation in Asia, but for its commentary on laws,
practice, contexts, trajectories of change, and issues such
as standardisation and relations with the rest of the world
of privacy protection.” - Charles D. Raab, University of
Edinburgh
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“... The book is thus essential reading for anyone who wants to
gain a thorough understanding of the nature of data privacy
law as a global phenomenon ... it will stand as a truly classic
study in its field for many years to come.” - Lee A. Bygrave,
University of Oslo (Computer Law & Security Review)
“Graham Greenleaf has thought more and more deeply about
data protection and privacy laws in Asia than most scholars
or practitioners. This masterful volume offers detailed studies
of the key jurisdictions as well as thoughtful - and thoughtprovoking - analysis of regional trends and possible futures.”
- Professor Simon Chesterman, Dean of the National
University of Singapore Faculty of Law

Graham Greenleaf is Professor of Law & Information Systems at the
University of New South Wales, and Joint Editor, of the Oxford Data
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